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Abstract: Peripheral Neuropathic Pain (PNP) as well as the Complex Regional Pain Syndrome
(CRPS), also known as “Reﬂex Sympathetic Dystrophy”, or “Sudeck Dystrophy”, all of them have
a poor prognosis. The numerous therapeutic offers are rarely accompanied by convincing success
over a long duration of time. Even worse is the prognosis of a ﬁxed dystonia which may develop in
the extremities of PNP or CRPS patients. In literature a few cases are reported in which the often
unbearable pain of those patients with or without a disabling dystonia disappeared immediately
after the injection of local anesthetics (LAs) into the scars of a preceding trauma. This review
evaluates publications concerning the neuropathological characteristics of ﬁxed dystonia in PNP/
CRPS patients and the electrophysiological processes of scar neuromas. The results of these
evaluations support the understanding of the therapeutic successes and their immediate results
reported above by the injection of LAs into triggering scars. Therapeutic options are discussed.
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In 1864 the term “causalgia” was introduced, describing terrible and long lasting pain of
burning quality following nerve injuries of the limbs during the American Civil War.1
In 1902 the “Sudeck atrophy” of bones and muscles following traumas of the
limbs accompanied by vasomotoric disturbances and edema was described.2
In 1916 the discussion of a sympathetic inﬂuence in causalgia was opened.3
In 1946 the term “reﬂex sympathetic dystrophy” was introduced to give the
impression that a prolonged bombardment of pain impulses set up a vicious circle
of reﬂexes in the spinal cord that generated efferent activity in the sympathetic
system leading to spasms in the peripheral blood vessels and dystrophic changes in
the periphery of the limbs.4
In 1986 and 8 years later in 1994, the International Association for the Study of
Pain (IASP) introduced the term “complex regional pain syndrome” (CRPS):
Type I, synonym with reﬂex sympathetic dystrophy, “usually develops after an
initiating noxious event, is not limited to the distribution of a single peripheral
nerve, and is apparently disproportionate to the inciting event. It is associated at
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some point with evidence of edema, changes in skin blood
ﬂow, abnormal sudomotor activity in the region of pain, or
allodynia or hyperalgesia.”
Type II is “associated with nerve injury, ‘causalgia’ (burning
pain), and sometimes edema, plus changes in skin and blood
ﬂow and abnormal sudomotor activity in the region of pain”.5
In 2003 the “Budapest Criteria” (Table 1) improved the
poor speciﬁcity (0.41) of the IASP criteria to a higher
speciﬁcity (0.79) retaining the exceptional sensitivity of
the IASP criteria (0.99).6
About 20% of CRPS patients develop “ﬁxed dystonia”
characterized by ﬁxed ﬂexion postures of the ﬁngers,
wrists and feet (rarely extensions).7

Methods
Medline, PubMed, Livivo database was searched using the
following terms: scar neuromas, local anesthetics, peripheral neuropathic pain, complex regional pain syndrome,
ﬁxed dystonia.

assumed to contribute to its maintenance.9 Fixed dystonia
in PNP/CRPS does not even improve after sympathetic
blockades and its prognosis is typically poor.10,11

Therapeutic Approach via Scar
Neuromas
A few authors described that the application of a local anesthetic (LA) into a scar which preceded PNP or a CRPS is
immediately followed by the disappearance of the pain and
of the ﬁxed dystonia even if they had existed for years
(Table 2).
Nathan PW, 1960,12 reports that a burning pain in the
right leg of a patient for a period of 18 months following an
operation of a prolapsed intervertebral disc between the 2nd
and 3rd lumbar vertebra had gone within 2 mins after an
injection of lignocaine into the midline scar of the operation.
Lynch et al, 1991,13 presents a patient with reﬂex
sympathetic dystrophy and severe contractures of the
Table 2 LA Injections into Scars

Prognosis
In spite of the fact that over decades local anesthetic
sympathetic blockades have been undertaken in many
patients very often they were not accompanied by convincing success of long duration as shown in a review evaluation of 12 studies with 461 cases of CRPS.8 Even if the
sympathetic system does not initiate PNP/CRPS it is still

PNP

12

CRPS

Symptoms:

Fixed

Pain

Dystonia

Nathan

1

0

1

0

Lynch et al13
Gracely et al14

0
4

1
0

1
4

1
1

Ferreira et al15

4

0

4

0

Table 1 The Budapest Criteria: 4 Criteria Must Be Met for the Clinical Diagnosis of CRPS
Number

Criteria

Categories

Vasomotor

Sensory
1

Continuing pain,
disproportionate to any

Sudomotor/

Motor/Trophic

Edema

–

–

–

–

Hyperesthesia Allodynia

inciting event
2

Temperature

Edema;

Decreased range of motion;

least one symptom in three of

asymmetry; Changes

Sweating

Motor dysfunction; Trophic

the four categories shown to
the right

in skin color; Skin
color asymmetry

changes;
Sweating

changes (hair, nails, skin)

Symptoms: Must report at

asymmetry
3

4

Signs: At the time of

Hyperalgesia (pinprick);

Skin temperature

Edema;

Decreased range of motion;

evaluation, must have at least

Allodynia (light touch or

asymmetry (>1°C);

Sweating

Motor dysfunction

one sign in two or more of
the categories shown to the

temperature); Deep
somatic pressure; joint

Changes in skin
color; Skin color

changes;
Sweating

(weakness, tremor,
dystonia); Trophic changes

right

movement

asymmetry

asymmetry

(hair, nails, skin)

No other diagnosis can better

–

–

–

–

explain the patient´s signs and
symptoms
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toes of the right foot over a duration of 24 months. Toes
2–5 were tightly ﬂexed and the hallux was locked in
ﬂexion and curled beneath the sole. The patient was unable
to move the toes. Immediately after the injection of lidocaine subcutaneously into two scars outside the area of
motor abnormality the toes uncurled and the patient was
then able to move them normally.
Gracely et al, 1992,14 published that in 1 of 4 cases with
PNP “during the inﬁltration of lidocaine 1.5% along the
trauma scar the contracted toes opened; the patient was able
to move them normally. All spontaneous pain disappeared”.
Lumbar sympathetic blocks had no effect on motor symptoms
and were followed only by a relief of pain for a few hours.
Ferreira et al, 2012,15 reports that severe headaches
presumably due to scar neuromas after craniotomy
improved considerably after repeated injections of lidocaine 2% into the scar (2 cases) or vanished completely
(2 cases, a follow-up of 2 years).
A similar case has also been observed in our ofﬁce:
A 32 year old lady with CRPS and ﬁxed dystonia of both
hands and arms following a scalding of her right wrist with
boiling water 4 years before was able to move her hands and
ﬁngers without any pain or movement disorder immediately
after the injection of 0.4 mL of Procaine 0.5% into the 2 mm
long scar on the volar side of her wrist. This condition lasted
21 hrs, returning to the original painfully ﬁxed dystonia of
both hands and disappeared in the same way after the next
scar injections which were repeated by different doctors in
different towns and were always followed by the same phenomena but with an increasing length of remission of up to 5
days during the following 3 months (unpublished).
In this case the spreading of pain, the development of
the ﬁxed dystonia and of its spreading to the opposite side
followed a typical pattern as shown by the evaluation of
185 CRPS patients.15,16
Most impressive in these observations is that in PNP as
well as in CRPS the pain improves or disappeares immediately after the application of LAs into the triggering scars.
Also the movement disorders (ﬁxed dystonia) which may
develop in these pain conditions disappear completely and
simultaneously with the accompanying pain.

Neurophysiological Findings in PNP/
CRPS and Dystonia
One of the former master experts in pain research assumed
already in 1989 that “the abnormalities of movements go
off when the pain is relieved”.17
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In a systematic review of “motor consequences of
experimentally induced limb pain” it is stated, that “pain
may induce immediate changes at all levels of motor
control, irrespective to the source of pain” and that "cutaneous pain causes ampliﬁcation of the nociceptive withdrawal reﬂex, most often seen in ﬁxed dystonia with
inward ﬂexion of ﬁngers an toes and the ﬁxed inward
ﬂexion of the wrist and ankle."18
The immediate restoration of movement abnormalities (ﬁxed
dystonia) corresponds to the observation of a normal cortical
activity during motor performances in 9 patients with CRPS
and ﬁxed dystonia as well as to the statement that “in line
with earlier reports and regardless of the pain source there is
no evidence of muscle hyperactivity”.18,19 Furthermore it
was shown by EMG in 15 CRPS patients with abnormal
postures and 15 healthy control persons that the deviant
joint postures were not characterized by sustained muscle
contractions or excessive muscle activity, which would have
been typical of dystonia with a different origin than PNP/
CRPS.20
In 10 patients with CRPS and ﬁxed dystonia in the
right upper limb the sensory motor plasticity was comparable to that of 10 healthy control persons and the CRPS
patients showed a preserved topographic speciﬁcity.21
In a placebo-controlled study on the time-dependent
relation between pain and motor function in affected
arms of 29 CRPS patients it was found, that “motor function changes were mediated by, or occurred simultaneously with, changes in pain intensity” and it was
concluded, that “pain relief may be an important factor
in the treatment of motor disturbances in this condition”.22
Finally in a study with 33 patients with CRPS and
dystonia and 19 healthy controls somatosensory-evoked
potentials after spatially or temporally separated stimulation revealed that the “central sensory integration of
proprioceptive afferent input is normal in patients with
CRPS-related dystonia”.23
On the other hand in a one case presentation it was
shown recently by magnetoencephalographic recordings in
conjunction with somatosensory tactile stimulation that
“the evolvement and spreading of the clinical symptoms
in a CRPS patient was associated with major changes in
the primary somatosensory cortical representation”.24
But an investigation in 19 female CRPS patients and
19 age- and sex-matched controls of healthy persons did
not show differences of MRI data in brain structure or
function.25
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A recent review concerning neuropathic pain concludes
that “clinical evidence demonstrates the essential role of
peripheral mechanisms” and that “clinical evidence for autonomic central mechanisms remains relatively limited”.26
These observations make it very probable that the ﬁxed
dystonia in CRPS patients or in patients with PNP is due
to the pain factor and is dissolved as soon as the pain
disappears in accordance with our own observations and
those of others.12–14

Electrophysiology of Pain Treatment
in PNP or CRPS via Neuromas
The extinction of nociceptive afferent activity in neuromas
by LAs has been long known in animals where “Na+
channel blockers consistently quenched neuroma ﬁring.
They did so by suppressing the process of impulse initiation. Only rarely was propagation block the dominant
process.27 Meanwhile the suppression of impulse initiation
by suppression of subthreshold membrane potential oscillations is well described. This suppression lasts much
longer than a conduction block. It is induced by LAs in
much lower concentration and quantity than necessary for
conduction blocks and is followed by long lasting extinction of the connected pain.28–30
In a scar there are countless cut skin nerves, i.e. neuromas
with an increased number of Na+ channels at their demyelinated blind end. This raises the latent excitability.31–34,36
It remains unclear so far, why most often scar neuromas
remain passive and by which mechanism they start their pain
inducing nociceptive afferent activity even after years of
passiveness. It is assumed however, that the nociceptive
afferent activity of a new trauma activates scar neuromas
which had been passive so far via sympathetic efferent
activity. It may happen in a similar way in which the rare
diagonal spreading of a ﬁxed dystonia in CRPS patients is
preceeded by a second new nerve trauma in 91%.16

Therapeutic Options
To inﬂuence the pain in patients with PNP and in CRPS
patients is commonly regarded as being extremely difﬁcult. To inﬂuence the CRPS connected dystonia is even
more so.10,11,37,38
Given this background it is suggested to begin the treatment in PNP or in CRPS with subcutaneous injections of
low-dose LAs in and along the triggering scar especially
when they are accompanied by a ﬁxed dystonia. To prolong
the duration of remissions it is recommended to repeat this
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procedure up to 20–30 times (1–2 times per week) and also
to supplement it with sympathetic blockades even in a very
reduced form by periosteal application.9,14,35,39
It is especially advisable to check for neuropathic pain
due to postoperative nerve damage. Patients with those
pains “are often misinterpreted and met with suspicion of
malingering”.40
In 185 CRPS patients surgery as the preceding trauma
was observed in 24.3%, and also corresponding in 123
CRPS patients the same origin was reported in 23.7%.
The same percentage is reported with a laceration (and
probable scars) of the preceding trauma.38 This means that
in about 50% of all CRPS patients a triggering scar could
be expected as a possible therapeutic access.
If the therapeutic interventions prove to be insufﬁcient
there are numerous other options for therapy. But the
majority of patients does not receive satisfactory relief.37
A rather unnatural therapy is the excision of the scar
neuroma which results in the creation of a new scar. But
the belief that the operating of pain will only result in
more pain may not apply. In a comparative meta-analysis
comprising 54 articles “a meaningful reduction of pain
was found in 77% of patients and no signiﬁcant differences were seen between different surgical techniques”.41
In accordance with other studies the surgical intervention
remains recommended only for patients with painful neuromas who are not responsive to medical or other
treatments.42,43 It seems that the surgical procedure could
at least partially dissolve the pain triggering mechanisms
of the old scar neuromas, whereas the new scar neuromas
created by this surgical procedure may follow new and
different rules. This could support the suspicion that operating on a pain condition with a wrong assumption of its
origin could still solve the pain problem at least partially.

Outlook
Finally it should be emphasized that “CRPS patients generally report a poorer quality of life than patients with
other chronic pain conditions” (including cancer) as
shown by an evaluation of 975 CRPS patients.44
Further studies to prove, to investigate, and to develop
the role of scar neuromas in PNP and CRPS with and
without dystonia seem to be desirable and worthwhile.
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